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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

In addition to providing definitions and expansion of abbreviations used in 
the book, I’m using this section more conversationally to discuss important 
key ideas that enter into the mix. 

Term Description 

Barnacle Class Also Barnies, occasionally BC. Lighter-hearted term for 
the PRC-Western Cabal or the entity(s) behind the 
global domination agenda (GDA). Also see Jabba. 

Barnies See Barnacle Class. 

Barrier Cloud From my book, The Sacred Nonaggression Principle 
(2008). The Barrier Cloud I conceived as a major psycho-
logical and political impediment to realizing the nonag-
gression principle in society. The concept I have now 
refreshed a bit to mean a psychosocial blockage from 
achieving Independent consciousness.  

CBP Collective-brain psychosis: Collective-brain syndrome 
(CBS) combined with psychopathology to the point of 
becoming part of the predatory ruling class (PRC).  

CBS Collective-brain syndrome: The subject of the book, a 
psychology that seeks to conform and fit in with the 
consensus reality of others, participate in the illusion 
that it is part of a collective brain. Invasion of the Body 
Snatchers’ condition of surrender of independent mind. 

Also: 

A psychological condition where a carrier-human sur-
renders independent rational judgment in a vain at-
tempt to do what conforms to peer pressure and obeys 
the authorities. 

CGJA County Grand Jury Association (ceejah). Also FPCGJA 
(First Principles County Grand Jury Association). A GJA 
(Grand Jury Association (geejah)) [FPGJA = First Princi-
ples Grand Jury Association] is the facilitating organiza-
tion for functional people’s First Principles’ grand juries.  
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Covtardia  Aka the ‘mass-batshit-crazy disease’: gullible accep-
tance of the mainstream ‘covid’ official story that a 
meaningless positive test for an unidentified virus  an 
infection that will kill you so governments lock down, 
isolate, and mask everyone and bury businesses and 
livelihoods in pursuit of global tyranny. [Full covtardia is 
taking it and liking it.] 

Dissolving Illu-
sions (2013) 

By truth warrior and heroine, Dr. Suzanne Humphries, 
who demolishes the official stories/sacred cows of polio 
and smallpox vaccines among other vaccine myths.  

Eckhart Tolle Author of The Power of Now (1999), which is a deep and 
central spiritual teaching of all the prophets, at the root 
of FLOW. Tolle stresses Being vs. reactive or compulsive 
mind ‘taking you over.’  

Edward  
Bernays 

The father of public relations, aka full-spectrum-dom-
inance mind control of the masses by elite puppetmas-
ter ‘superiors’ forming the Barnacle Class (Western Ca-
bal). Chief enabler of what would later become the to-
talitarian collectivist, mass psychotic New World Order, 
now, The Great Reset. Author Propaganda (1928). 

Falun Dafa A cultivation practice from China, in the Buddhist tradi-
tion, that features exercises to center oneself and mani-
fest the law of the universe: truth, tolerance, and com-
passion. Nice complement to Eckhart Tolle’s insights. 

First Principles Or American First Principles. These are the founding 
premises of our country, as expressed in its founding 
document, The Declaration of Independence… in the 
“We hold these truths…” paragraph. 

FLOW A cultivation philosophy conceived by the author. A 
‘religion’ for Independents. Consistent with Foster 
Gamble’s Thrive movement. Invokes teachings of Eck-
hart Tolle’s The Power of Now. 

GDA Global domination agenda: See Western Cabal. Term 
used by Foster Gamble in Thrive videos to describe the 
centralized power and money cabal’s activities toward 
total full-spectrum domination of humans on earth. 
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GJA [First Principles] Grand Jury Association. See CGJA. 

The Great  
Reset 

The ‘covid’-invigorated New World Order where the 
elites hold absolute global government power in a to-
talitarian dictatorship, similar to the Communist Chi-
nese system. Individuals will have no rights, solely the 
Collective. Refer to {1} on the Links Page.  

Independent-
ness 

Ref. definition on page 12. Used in lieu of Independence 
when I’m referring to a consciousness condition rather 
than a political one.  

Independent Defined on page 12. I tend to initial-capitalize the word 
to suggest that it’s a proper noun for a particular type 
of human being. 

Independents 
United 

Prospective political party outlined by the author in a 
white paper at: {8}. The initial concept was that such a 
party would be formed as a coalition party of other ma-
jor third parties in the United States. 

Invasion of the 
Body Snatch-
ers (1955) 

Seminal sci fi movie that concretizes how collective-
brain works: alien life form takes over a small California 
town and converts normal people into emotionless 
automatons spreading more collective brain via giant 
seed pods.  

Jabba  Synonym for Barnacle, or the PRC. As in Barnacle 
(Jabba) media or PRC (Jabba) interests. Ref. Jabba the 
Hutt, a disgusting slug-like creature crime lord who 
holds the beautiful Princess Leah (Carrie Fisher) captive 
in Return of the Jedi (1983). [Later as I was writing, the 
Jabba image became more fitting to the PRC than the 
lighter, more-benign term, Barnacle Class.] 

JEL Joy, ease, and lightness. From Eckhart Tolle’s The Power 
of Now. A condition of inner peace, where the mind no 
longer makes excessive noise.  

Kindergarten 
Rules 

Early templates from childhood for the nonaggression 
principle: Don’t hit, don’t steal, don’t lie.  

The Matrix 
(1999) 

An classic, important “freedom of the soul” movie con-
tra ultimate mind control and global state domination. 
Ground-breaking special effects for the time. 
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NaP Nonaggression principle. 

Official story The government and government-media-sketched nar-
rative of a major event, usually false flag, for consump-
tion of the (CBS) masses. 

Officialstoryitis A synonym for CBS, at least in terms of observable evi-
dence that an individual is afflicted [by showing belief in 
large numbers of government official stories]. 

The Origin of 
Consciousness 
in the Break-
down of the 
Bicameral 
Mind (1976) 

Watershed book by Dr. Julian Jaynes, holding that until 
roughly three millennia ago, consciousness for most 
men was mainly ‘collective’ with one side of the brain 
carrying out the will of a ‘god-king’ expressed via con-
forming and authoritative, apparently literal, voices. 

Perceptual-
emotional 
mode of  
consciousness 

(Aka ‘see-hear-feel’) A psychological mode where a per-
ception, generally audio visual, automatically triggers a 
profound emotional reaction in a person, often in con-
tradiction to reason and reality.  

The Power of 
Now (1999)  

See Eckhart Tolle.  

The Psychol-
ogy of Self-
Esteem (1969) 

Written by Dr. Nathaniel Branden, long-time associate 
of Ayn Rand. Describes several key qualities for psycho-
logical self-esteem, including the very important con-
cept/behavioral problem of “social metaphysics,” which 
is another term for CBS. 

PRC Predatory ruling class: See Western Cabal. 

Rule from the 
Shadows, Pt. 1 
(2014) 

From Storm Clouds Gathering, January 2014. 1.3 million 
views on YouTube. A classic, concise description of the 
predatory ruling class’s (PRC’s) means of controlling the 
“organized habits and opinions” of the masses.  

Sacred Nonag-
gression Prin-
ciple (2009) 

Book by the author, doing a deep dive into the nonag-
gression principle, and emphasizing especially its spiri-
tual qualities that humans need to place high(est) on 
the altar of their moral-political ideals.   

SAG Stratospheric aerosol geoengineering. The ‘nonconspi-
ratorial’ term for chemtrails.  
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SNaP Sacred Nonaggression Principle.  

Social  
metaphysics 

The psychological syndrome that characterizes an indi-
vidual who holds the consciousnesses of other men—
not objective reality—as his ultimate psycho-epistem-
ological frame of reference. See The Psychology of Self-
Esteem.  

‘superiors’ Concept used by Diane McGilvery in What is the Foun-
dation? Applies to those who feel they are entitled by 
birth, education, wealth, etc., to rule over others. 

WASP White Anglo-Saxon Protestant. In other words, the 
world of Leave it to Beaver and Ozzie and Harriet, I first 
learned the abbreviation as a term of derision by the 
Left in my early (late 1960s) college days. 

WEF  World Economic Forum: a leading participant in the 
parasitic Barnacle Class [aka PRC (predatory ruling 
class)] aiming for full spectrum domination of Earth. See 
GDA.  

Western  
Cabal 

See also: GDA, Barnacle Class, PRC. Name preferred by 
Foster Gamble and Thrive to describe the central con-
trolling cabal behind the global domination agenda. 

What is the 
Foundation 
(2018) 

By Diane McGilvery. Monograph looking at the origin of 
people’s independent grand juries in connection with 
American First Principles. See First Principles. 

Zen and the 
Art of Motor-
cyle Mainte-
nance (1974) 

Culture-bearing book of philosophy and ‘quality’ by 
Robert Pirsig, on a journey of the author—with genius 
IQ yet troubled with psychological issues—and his 
young son on a motorcycle trip thru the Northwest.  

 


